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ABSTRACT. Fast forward interplanetary shocks (FFS) are characterized by positive jump in all interplanetary plasma parameters (solar wind speed, temperature and density) and interplanetary magnetic field. However the fast reverse interplanetary shocks (FRS) are characterized by negative jump in all mentioned parameters except solar wind speed. Observations show that FFS cause positive sudden impulses (SI) while FRS cause negative SI in the H-component of the geomagnetic field. In this work we investigate the SI caused by interplanetary shocks. We use the observed plasma parameters, upstream and downstream, to calculate the variation of dynamic pressure. We observe that the SI amplitude is larger for positive SI than for negative ones, as a consequence of the fact that FFS have larger dynamic pressure variations as compared to FRS. Keywords: Solar wind, interplanetary shock waves, sudden impulses, magnetosphere.



RESUMO. Choques interplanet´arios do tipo frontal r´apido (FFS) s˜ao caracterizados por uma descontinuidade s´ubita positiva em todos os parˆametros de plasma interplanet´ario (velocidade, temperatura e densidade do vento solar) e campo magn´etico interplanet´ario. Os choques do tipo reverso r´apido (FRS) possuem descontinuidade s´ubita negativa em todos os parˆametros exceto a velocidade do vento solar. Observa-se que os FFS causam impulsos s u´ bitos (SI) positivos e os FRS causam SI negativos na componente H do campo magn´etico terrestre. Neste trabalho realizou-se um estudo destes impulsos s´ubitos, causados por choques interplanet´arios. Utilizaram-se os parˆametros de plasma, antes e depois do choque, para calcular a variac¸ a˜o da press˜ao dinˆamica. Observou-se que os SIs s˜ao maiores quando causados por FFS que quando formados por FRS, isto porque os FFS possuem maior variac¸a˜o na press˜ao dinˆamica que os FRS. Palavras-chave: Vento solar, ondas de choque interplanet´arias, impulsos s´ubitos, magnetosfera.
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POSITIVE AND NEGATIVE SUDDEN IMPULSES CAUSED BY FAST FORWARD AND REVERSE INTERPLANETARY SHOCKS



INTRODUCTION The magnetopause is the boundary that separates the region of space where plasmas are dominated by the Earth’s magnetic field (the magnetosphere) from the region where the interplanetary magnetic field (IMF) predominates. This interface contains a current sheet – the Chapman-Ferraro current (Nishida, 1978; Russell, 1990). The magnetopause position is determined through a pressure balance. The solar wind dynamic pressure (ρV2 ) is balanced by the geomagnetic field pressure (B2 /2μ0 ) at the magnetopause location. Interplanetary shocks are observed as sudden variations in solar wind plasma and magnetic fields. They occur when the relative difference between a fast solar wind stream (such as an interplanetary coronal mass ejection – ICME) and the slow, background solar wind stream is higher than the solar wind magnetohydrodynamics (MHD) characteristic speed – magnetosonic (Burgess, 1995; Echer et al., 2003). When the disturbance has a larger velocity than the fast mode MHD wave, a fast shock can be formed. Shock can be of the forward type, propagation away from the Sun and usually associated with ICMEs (Gosling et al., 1990; Burlaga, 1995). On the other hand, shocks can be of the fast reverse type, which is propagating toward the Sun, but is convected by the supersonic solar wind and from the point of view of spacecraft/Earth is propagating antisunward (Burlaga, 1970; Echer et al., 2003); they are mainly associated with the trailing edge of corotating interaction regions (CIRs) (Burlaga, 1995). The plasma and magnetic field profiles through these different types of shocks are shown in Echer et al. (2003). The main difference is that, for a forward shock, all observed parameters (density, velocity, temperature, magnetic field magnitude) show a positive jump across the shock, while for a reverse shock the magnetic field, density and temperature/pressures shows a negative jump. Only velocity shows a positive jump, because the shock is being convected by solar wind. Near Earth’s orbit, fast forward shocks are more common (Echer et al. 2003). When an interplanetary shock impinges on the magnetosphere, a sudden variation in the Chapman-Ferraro current is recorded in the horizontal (H) component of the low latitude geomagnetic field. If the shock is a fast forward one, a positive sudden impulse (SI) is recorded (Siscoe et al., 1968; Smith et al., 1986) while, if a reverse shock impinges, occurs a negative sudden impulse (Akasofu, 1964; Nishida, 1978). The positive SI due to forward shocks occurs as a result of the compressed magnetosphere and intensified magnetopause current, which cause a positive variation in the magnetic field observed at ground level.



The negative SI due to reverse shocks occurs because of the expanded magnetosphere due to the decrease in solar wind pressure. In this work we study the effects of fast forward and reverse shocks on the SI recorded on low latitudes through the SYM-H index. We used 50 fast shocks studied by Echer et al. (2005) and 10 reverse shocks found by looking into solar wind data. Dynamic pressure variations and SI amplitude for these 2 classes of shocks/SI are compared in this paper. METHODOLOGY Echer et al. (2005) have studied the relation between sudden impulse amplitudes and solar wind pressure. We take from that study the 50 fast shocks observed in 2000. Solar wind data from ACE spacecraft (Stone et al., 1998) were used to calculate the SW pressure. Only the proton density was considered in the calculation of dynamic pressure ρV2 . In addition, we have identified 10 reverse shocks occurring in solar wind during 1999-2003 using also ACE data. Upstream (1) and downstream (2) averages of solar wind/IMF parameters were calculated in two intervals around the interplanetary shock following 2 the procedure described in Echer et al. (2003). To calculate the SI amplitude, we have used the SYM-H index (Iyemori et al., 1999) from World Data Centre for GeomagnetismKyoto. This index is a high resolution (1 min) version of the Dst index. With the shock time observed at ACE, we searched at SYM-H, taking into account around 1 hour of delay for the propagation time from ACE position to Earth and look for sudden positive/negative variations in this index. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION Examples of positive and negative sudden impulses are presented in Figures 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows the solar wind parameters, dynamic pressure and SYM-H for the fast forward shock observed by ACE on January 11th 2000 at ∼13:38. Upstream (1) and downstream (2) intervals used to calculate upstream and downstream solar wind/IMF averages are also shown. The positive SI was observed around 14:28 UT by ground based stations. This shock had compression ratio of 1.8 (density, n2 /n1 ) and 1.4 (magnetic field, B2 /B1 ). The observed SI amplitude was 17 nT, while the 1/2 1/2 variation the square root of dynamic pressure (P2 – P1 ) was ∼1.05 nPa1/2 , which is a result similar to the average seen by Echer et al. (2005). Figure 2 shows the solar wind data and SYM-H index for the reverse shock observed o May 25th 1999 at ∼09:45 UT on 25 May Revista Brasileira de Geof´ısica, Vol. 25(Supl. 2), 2007
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Figure 1 – Example of a fast forward shock and a positive SI, observed on January 11 th , 2000. Panels are, from top: solar wind velocity, proton density and temperature, magnetic field strength, solar wind dynamic pressure and the SYM-H index.



Figure 2 – Example of a fast reverse shock and a negative SI, observed on May 25 th , 1999. Panels are the same as in Figure 1.
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1/2



Figure 3 – Distribution of SI amplitudes and P2 reverse shocks (on the right).



1999, by ACE. A negative SI was observed around ∼10:45 UT. This shock had a compression ratio of ∼2.0 for density and mag1/2 1/2 netic field. The SI amplitude is ∼–9 nT, and the (P2 – P1 ) ∼–0.29 nPa1/2 . Notice that this type of SI is difficult to detect, especially if it occurs during a negative Dst variation/ring current enhancement. We can distinguish this variation during negative SYM-H values mainly because of the sudden variations in SYM-H seen during SIs. 1/2 1/2 The SI and P2 – P1 distributions can be seen on Figure 3. These distributions are the normalized number of events per each SI amplitude or dynamic pressure variation range. The normalized number was obtained by dividing the number of shocks in each range interval by the total number of shocks and times 100. We can see that the magnitude of SI is much higher for forward shocks. Most of negative SI events had amplitude around ∼5-10 nT, while positive SI had magnitude around 1030 nT. The square root dynamic pressure variation also shows that forward shocks are stronger and consequently their associated SI will have higher amplitudes. Correlation analysis (not showed here) between SI amplitude 1/2 1/2 and P2 – P1 was performed. We have observed that the correlation is higher for fast forward shocks (r ∼0.84) than for fast reverse shocks (r ∼0.62). There is also a larger scattering of points for reverse shocks. In part, this lower correlation could be caused by the small number of points available for reverse shocks. The



1/2



– P1



for fast forward shocks (on the left) and fast



coefficients are more or less similar, 17.4 nT/nPa1/2 for forward shocks and 13.5 nT/nPa1/2 for reverse shocks. These values are closer to the coefficient observed for SI x forward shocks during solar maximum and solar minimum (17 and 18 nT/nPa1/2 ) by Echer et al. (2005). Finally, we can notice that dynamic pressure variations are always negative across reverse shocks. Since velocity increases and density decreases through these shocks, is theoretically possible to have cases with a positive dynamic pressure variation. This was not observed in the present study. In fact, positive dynamic pressure variations across reverse shocks should be very rare in solar wind at Earth’s orbit. This is expected because the relative variation of density across shocks is much higher (2-4 times the upstream density) than the solar wind speed relative variation (typically 1.5 times the upstream values) and then the pressure variation is determined mainly by the density variation. CONCLUSION We have studied positive and negative low latitude sudden impulses caused by fast forward and reverse shocks. We have observed that the SI amplitude is larger for positive SI than for negative SIs, as a consequence of fast forward shocks having larger dynamic pressure variations (stronger shocks). Correlation and proportionality coefficients are lower for reverse shocks, but the proportionality with the square root variation of dynamic pressure is still followed. Revista Brasileira de Geof´ısica, Vol. 25(Supl. 2), 2007
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